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Stimulus selectivity of single 
neurons in the temporal lobe 
Michael Rugg 

recorded averaged evoked potentials do 
change with stimulus repetition, indicat
ing that some type of neuronal activity 
within the medial temporal lobe discrimi
nates repeated from unrepealed stimuli. 
This activity could be related to efferent 
information, unavailable to the cells from 
which unit recordings were obtained by 
Heit et al., which signal the occurrence of 

THE crucial contribution to memory made stimulus) has been encountered in the stimulus repetition to other brain regions. 
by the structures of the medial temporal recent past- but do not interfere with the Another way of viewing the data of Heit 
lobe of the brain' - the hippocampus, comprehension and usage of words in et al. is to compare the cells they describe 
amygdala and adjacent cortical regions everyday language. It therefore seems with the 'place' cells in the hippocampus 
(see figure) - has been investigated by likely, at least with familiar stimuli such as of the rat. Place cells are so named 
examining the effects on learning and words , that structures within the medial because of their sensitivity to the animal's 
memory of damage to these structures. A temporal lobe contribute to memories location in its environment. They fire 
complementary approach to elucidating about the specific episodes in which a selectively each time the same spatial 
the functions of medial temporal-lobe stimulus is encountered, rather than about location is entered, and may be part of a 
structures, that of recording from single aspects of the stimulus that remain con- parallel distributed system representing 
neurons during behaviour, has,-'"------- ------ -------------- --, the current spatial environ-
been systematically applied ~ ment". In 1978, O'Keefe and 
only in non-human species. An ~ Nadel' suggested that the 
advance towards bridging this u hippocampus of higher species 
gap has now been made by He it i represents non-spatial infor-
et a!., who on page 773 of this Ji! mation in an analogous fashion, 
issue' describe the activity of forming so-called cognitive 
single neurons in the medial maps of, for example, the scm-
temporal lobes of epileptic antic attributes of words. The 
patients in whom intracerebral data of Heit et al. could pro-
electrodes have been implan- vide evidence for such non-
ted for clinical reasons. A high spatial representations in the 
proportion of these neurons human hippocampus and adja-
displays remarkable selectivity cent structures. For the reasons 
for individual members of a Hippocampus noted above, such representa-
repeatedly presented set of I 0 tions are unlikely to be neces-

Amygdala 
words. While one cell shows sarv for the retrieval of attri-
enhanced firing each time the Section of the human brain showing the relation of the structures of the butes of a stimulus such as its 
word 'luck' is presented, for medial temporal lobe to the cortex and sub-cortical structures. meaning, but may be used in 

example, another responds preferentially stant across different episodes, such as a forming associations between a stimulus 
to 'carve'. word 's meaning or pronunciation. and the context in which it is presented. 

A striking feature of these data is the This being so, it is perhaps surprising A final interesting feature of the find-
frequency with which word-specific that He it eta/. find that their cells show the ings of He it eta/. concerns the diversity of 
responses were observed; 75 per cent of same level of firing when the preferred the structures in which they find ·word
the neurons from which recordings could word is shown on the first occasion as specific' neurons, including the hippocam
reliably be obtained show selectivity for at when it is repeated, implying that these pus and the amygdala, two structures which 
least one of the 10 words in the list tested. cells do not encode the information neces- make separate contributions to memory, 
In view of the restricted nature of this list, sary to recognize the re-occurrence of the as shown by lesion studies in primates' . 
such a high rate of success in finding word- word. The interpretation of this finding The existence of stimulus-specific neurons 
selective cells implies that each word must favoured by Heit er al. is that the output of with the same properties in these two 
have actually evoked activity in many the medial temporal lobe to other brain structures suggests that, although they 
neurons. Together with the fact that some regions does not change as a consequence perform different functions, the hippo
cells are responsive to more than one of stimulus repetition. But this conclusion campus and amygdala use a common 
word , this suggests that words are repre- can be questioned on several grounds. means of representing a stimulus under
sented in this neural population by virtue First, recordings from the hippocampus going processing. Whether other brain 
of the pattern of activity they evoke. Such of macaque monkeys reveal changes in regions possess neuronal populations that 
a form of stimulus representation is one of neuronal activity dependent on the con- represent complex stimuli in a similar way 
the cornerstones of the ·parallel distrib- text in which a stimulus is presented, or is an interesting question for the future. D 
uted' models of brain function that are that occur as a consequence of stimulus 
currently under intensive development'. repetition' ·5 Thus, in a species closely rei-

The findings of Heit et a!. therefore ated to man, there is evidence that some 
provide support for the view that complex hippocampal neurons do show memory
stimuli such as words arc subject to some related changes in their firing rates. 
form of population coding in the human Second, before concluding that the 
brain, but the relevance of these data to human medial temporal lobe does not 
understanding the role played by the change its output when stimulus repetition 
medial temporal lobe in learning and occurs, it is necessary to demonstrate that 
memory is less clear. Bilateral lesions of the cells sampled actually include ones 
this region severely impair recognition that reflect its efferent activity. This has 
memory - the ability to remember yet to be achieved. 
whether a particular word (or any other Third, He it et a!. report that locally 
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